
XCOV.COM WIHTEPAPER V.1.2018

Trading platform you are a partner in it!

A new smart digital currency trading platform that shares 55% of its profits with 
investors in its digital currency in the ico phase

Join now and be a permanent partner for Xcov.com platform
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1. DISCLAIMER 

THE  PURPOSE  OF  THIS  WHITE  PAPER  IS  TO  PRESENT  THE  Xcov.com TRADING  PROJECT  TO 
POTENTIAL TOKEN HOLDERS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PROPOSED TOKEN LAUNCH. THE 
INFORMATION SET FORTH BELOW MAY NOT BE EXHAUSTIVE AND DOES NOT IMPLY ANY 
ELEMENTS  OF  A  CONTRACTUAL  RELATIONSHIP.  ITSOLE  PURPOSE  IS  TO  PROVIDE RELEVANT 
AND REASONABLE INFORMATION TO POTENTIAL TOKEN HOLDERS IN ORDER FOR THEM TO 
DETERMINE WHETHER TO UNDERTAKE A THOROUGH ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANY WITH THE 
INTENT OF ACQUIRING XCVRADING. NOTHING IN THIS WHITE PAPER SHALL BE DEEMED  TO  
CONSTITUTE  A  PROSPECTUS  OF  ANY  SORT  OR  A  SOLICITATION  FOR INVESTMENT, NOR 
DOES IT IN ANY WAY PERTAIN TO AN OFFERING ORa A SOLICITATION OF AN  OFFER  TO  BUY  
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ANY  SECURITIES  IN  ANY  JURISDICTION.  THIS  DOCUMENT  IS  NOT COMPOSED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH, AND IS NOT SUBJECT TO, LAWS OR REGULATIONS OF  ANY  JURISDICTION  
WHICH  ARE  DESIGNED  TO  PROTECT  INVESTORS.  CERTAIN STATEMENTS, ESTIMATES, AND 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE PAPER CONSTITUTE  FORWARD-LOOKING  
STATEMENTS  OR  INFORMATION.  SUCH  FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS OR INFORMATION 
INVOLVE KNOWN AND UNKNOWN RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES WHICH MAY CAUSE ACTUAL 
EVENTS OR RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM  THE  ESTIMATES  OR  THE  RESULTS  
IMPLIED  OR  EXPRESSED  IN  SUCH  FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. THIS ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE WHITE PAPER IS THE PRIMARY OFFICIAL SOURCE OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
Xcov.com TRADINGTOKEN LAUNCH. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY FROM TIME 
TO TIME BE TRANSLATED INTO OTHER LANGUAGES OR USED IN THE COURSE OF WRITTEN OR 
VERBAL COMMUNICATIONS WITH EXISTING AND PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS, PARTNERS, ETC. IN 
THE COURSE OF SUCH TRANSLATION OR COMMUNICATION,  SOME  OF  THE  INFORMATION  
CONTAINED HEREIN  MAY  BE  LOST, CORRUPTED,   OR   MISREPRESENTED.   THE   ACCURACY   
OF   SUCH   ALTERNATIVE COMMUNICATIONS  CANNOT  BE  GUARANTEED.  IN  THE  EVENT  OF  
ANY  CONFLICTS  OR INCONSISTENCIES  BETWEEN  SUCH  TRANSLATIONS  AND 
COMMUNICATIONS  AND  THIS OFFICIAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE WHITE PAPER, THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS ENGLISH LANGUAGE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT SHALL PREVAIL. Xcov.com TRADING DOES 
NOT ALLOW USERS TO AVOID CAPITAL  CONTROLS  OF  ANY  KIND  AND  DOES  NOT  ALLOW  
THEM  TO  INVEST  IN  ANY FOREIGN ASSETS. PURCHASE OF XCVRADING TOKEN MAY INVOLVE A 
HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. SEE RISK SECTION IN THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TOKEN 
GENERATION EVENT (THE “TERMS”). BEFORE TAKING A DECISION TO PURCHASE XCV TRADING, 
MAKE SURE YOU ARE  CAPABLE  TO  PROVIDE  REPRESENTATIONS  AND  WARRANTIES  
SPECIFIED  IN  THE RESPECTIVE SECTION OF THE TERMS. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS 
DOCUMENT AND THE OFFERING AND SALE OF XCVRADING IN CERTAIN JURISDICTIONS MAY BE 
RESTRICTED BY LAW,  AND  THEREFORE  PERSONS  INTO  WHOSE  POSSESSION  THIS  
DOCUMENT  COMES SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT XCVRADING-WHITEPAPER.PDFAND 
OBSERVE ANY SUCH RESTRICTIONS. ANY FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RESTRICTIONS 
COULD RESULT IN  A  VIOLATION  OF  THE  LAWS  OF  SUCH  JURISDICTION.  XCVRADING  SHALL  
NOT  BE OFFERED OR SOLD TO, OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF, A CITIZEN OR 
PERMANENT RESIDENT OF UNITED STATES, SINGAPORE AND PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA OR 
RESIDENT OF A COUNTRY WHERE AMERICAN EMBARGOES AND SANCTIONS ARE IN FORCE, 
NAMELY IRAN,  NORTH  KOREA,  SYRIA,  SUDAN,  OR  CUBA  (TAX  OR  OTHERWISE),  OR  TO  AN 
INDIVIDUAL HAVING A PRIMARY RESIDENCE OR DOMICILE IN THE COUNTRIES MENTIONED 
ABOVE (TAX OR OTHERWISE). IF YOU ARE ONE OF THE AFORESAID, YOU ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO  
BUY  XCVRADING  IN  ANY  FORM  AND/OR  BY  ANY  MEANS.  IT  IS  YOUR  SOLE RESPONSIBILITY  
TO  ENSURE  THAT  YOUR  PARTICIPATION  IN  THE  TOKEN  SALE  IS NOT PROHIBITED  UNDER  
THE  APPLICABLE  LEGAL  RESTRICTIONS  IN  YOUR  COUNTRY  OF RESIDENCE OR DOMICILE.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. Trading revolution with Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrency trading is growing fast and has expanded to almost every part of the earth.

The cryptocurrency exchangemarket is similar to that of the stock market, where investors can 
trade in shares of a company, commodity or fiat currency. However, the stock market proffers 
many limitations such as trading duration, stock trading regulations, investing rules, and law 
principles of individual countries. This makes it hard for an ordinary person to gain access, and 
there will always be a third party with high fees in between you and the market.

The cryptocurrency exchange market has no access restrictions; it is open to any individual, 
language, region, and country of the world.

The cryptocurrency exchange market can have fluctuations from 5 to 30 percent daily, so 
cryptocurrency moves considerably up and down each day, and there is no limitation.

As cryptocurrencies market can vary from 5 to 30 percent each day, traders can takeadvantage 
of this volatility and make profit. It’s just like earning gains on the stock exchange, but with 
increased free trading because trading in stock markets must occur within the same country.

2.2. Automatic trading with robots

A trading robot is created using a computer program based on a set of Forex trading signals to 
determine whether to buy or sell a currency pair at any given time. 
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Forex signal systems can createamanual or automatic execution. A manual system includes an 
operator sitting on a computer screen asking for signals and interpreting whether to buy or sell. 
The automatic trading system means that the trader "teaches" the software what signalsto 
search and how to interpret them. It is believed that automated trading operations eliminate a 
psychological element that is challenging to many traders.

Forex robots are automated algorithms that generate trade signals. Most of these robots are 
built with MetaTrader using the MQL scripting language, which enables signal trading 
generation and 100% automatic order placing

2.3. Advantages and disadvantages oftrading with an algorithm

2.3.1. Self-trading

•Low volume of transactions and position fees for each transaction.

•A good trader can earn approx.20% of annual revenue income.

•You must have a great deal of trading experience.

•You have to waste time monitoring the market.

•Take a higher risk of loss than Robot Trading.

2.3.2. Robot Trading
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•In automatic trading of cryptocurrency, if trading volume is high, the trading fee will be equal 
to 0%. For example, Poloniex and Kraken.

•With a good algorithm and alimited number of people using it, Robot Trading has greater 
profits than self-trading.

•It  is  a  stable  trading  system  for  profit,  so  you do  not  have  to  waste  time watching your 
screen 24 hours a day.

•There are no psychological factors that affect your trades

•There are no psychological factors that affect your trades.

•Everything  is  automated,  including  stop  loss.  In  this  case,  losses  are  being reduced to a 
minimum level giving the opportunity to gain more profit than self-trading.

3. Xcov.com SIGNALS, A REALSUCCESSFUL SERVICE

Yes, Xcov.com Signals is real,and it’s already working.

The majority of ICOs are companies that are just starting up and the viability of the project is 
not always reached. In our case, we started ourproject in 2014 and now we want to improvethe 
businessand establish ourselves as a company.

In 2014, after years ofexperiencetrading Forex market, the Xcov.com Team started to work on 
an algorithm based on technical and fundamental analysis. Some monthslater, in 2015, 
Xcov.com Signals started giving trading signals. The platformis specialized in binary options, 
where the algorithm(with the supervision of our traders)send to the users signals of market 
opportunities with high accuracy.

In 2016 the platform was improved, offering our customers auto-trading, where the binary 
signals are executed by a broker automatically, giving you profits while you are sleeping, 
working or in your free time.
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3.1.If it works, whydoyou need an ICO?

3.1.1 The next step for Xcov.com Team

After  years  working  on  our  first  project,  Xcov.com  Binary  Signals,  we  finally  decided  to 
expand our service to offer Forex and Cryptocurrencies trading. From the beginning our goal 
was to offer a complete service for Forex, as in this market we don’t have thelimitations of 
capital and the disadvantages that Binary Options have.

Also,  most  of  our  current  users  are  requesting  us  to  change  to  trading Cryptocurrencies 
following the recent trend.

Since some months ago, we realised this was the time to changeandwe want to continue  using  
our  algorithm  and  our  traders  in  the Cryptocurrency  and  Forex markets. Now is the 
moment to take this ambitious step forward. Welcome to Smart Trading, welcome to Xcov.com 
Trading ICO!

3.1.2. Most of our current users are requesting a change to cryptocurrency

We receive a lot of requests from our users wanting to receive signals and use our automated 
system trading Forex and Cryptocurrencies. We are currently developing and testing the 
algorithm in order to be able to satisfy both ourcurrent customers and potential new ones.
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The ICO will allow us to improve our servicestructure and trading algorithm, register our 
company, comply with all regulations, pay our traders team, be advised from experts on 
cryptocurrency trading, and also hire a big development team; being able with all to reach 
customer demands in a timely fashion.

3.1.3. Blockchain technology significantly lowers costs to participants 

Contributorsof Xcov.com Trading ICO will have all the advantages of other cryptocurrencies 
along with the benefits of the Xcov.com Trading Platform.

•Lower fees for trading on cryptocurrency are directly increasing the profits.

•Transparent distribution, all extra tokens not sold are going to be burned.

•With  Blockchain  technology  the  earnings  of  the robot  are  completely transparent.

In addition, in the future we planning that the platform is being decentralized, and any user can 
include their signals/algorithmto by copied.
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4. Xcov.com TRADING PLATFORM

We want to provide our contributors with a trading service that will be limited and exclusive. 
Ensuring that the algorithm of the robot is not used by many people will maintain the correct 
performance and also create a token that should develop into a good investment, linked 
directly to the performance of the robot.

4.1.User dashboard and app

With Xcov.com Trading token investors can access the exclusive signal service for Forex and 
Cryptocurrencies, sent through the web dashboard and the IOS/Android app. Users will receive 
notifications with all information about the signals when our traders place each order.In the 
dashboard, users will also see the global performance of the robot and the profitgenerated by 
the Trading Pool from which they can recover ICO contribution.

4.2.Algorithm Trading

Xcov.com Trading system is built on one algorithm created by programmers and traders, based 
on two years of results in the Forex industry, which has been renewed and adapted  to  Forex  
and  Cryptocurrencies  trading.  The algorithm  is  based  on MetaTrader 4 (main Forex trading 
platform) and programmed in MLQ4.

The algorithm provides our traders with clear market opportunities, but they’re the ones who 
finally validate and execute the orders, and send signals to the customers.To avoid losing 
performance on the algorithm, the service is only going to be provided to  a  limited  number  of  
customers.  The  algorithm  will  also  work  with  an  amount destined to the Trading Pool.

4.3. Trading Pool

One of the main advantages of participating in the Xcov.com TradingICO is the opportunity to 
contribute to the Trading Pool and can recover initial investmentwhen we generate profits  with  
it.  While  the Trading  Pool  has  losses,  users  simply  receive  no compensation.A 15% of the 
total crowdsale is allocated from the liquidity fund to this, then awarded proportionally to the 
participants.
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75%  of  revenues  generated  by  the  algorithm  will  be used  to  return  the  initial investment 
made by the ICO investors. Profits will be paid as a monthly or quarterly fee in ETH to their 
assigned wallet -depending on number of investors and funds that we can allocate on it. The 
other 25% will be reinvested in the Trading Pool to increase the fund capital, and consequently 
increase the next benefits that are generated.

When a userwants more benefits, they are able to add funds to the pool to increase their 
revenue, like typically trading PAMM account. In this scenario, they will receive 90% of the 
profits generated by their funds.Trading carries risk and you can lose your investments.

4.4Lifetime membership for ICO investors

55% of Xcov.com platform's profits will be shared with investors in the XCV 
at the ico phase.

All participants in the ICO will have free and lifetime access to the signals service as long as they 
hold the tokens. On the other hand, new users will have to buy tokens to access the service. 
The token holders will be safe as this will make the tokens more desirable, creating demand 
which should increase the price of the token.

All  users  will  have  access  to  the  signals,  but  the  Autotrading  service  access promotion will 
only be for Premium users who buy more than 0.5 ETH*worth of tokens. 

This VIP or premium access is given to them, in addition to premium signals, access to future 
exclusive promotions and extended access to the service.

To benefit our investors, this Premium access will only be available during the ICO, after which 
there will be no more available slots of this type for sale(they will be able to sell this 
membership).
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4.5. Autotrading Service

As we already did in our service for Binary Options, our goal is to offer users an Autotrading 
platform to enable copying all of our trades 100% automatically.

We understand the need of users to be able to follow our performance without sitting all day in 
front of a computer. That is why, using the APIs that offer the most important cryptocurrency 
exchanges, we are going to develop a tool able to generate profitswhile you sleep or enjoy your 
free time.

Of course, by also offering trading signals for Forex, the system will be compatible with the 
MetaTrader platform, the most common for the majority of standard Forex traders. In turn, due 
to the current high demand, these brokers have the additional possibility of trading with some 
of the main cryptocurrencies, offering to trade pairs like BTC/USD or ETH/USD.
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5. WHY I SHOULD INVEST IN Xcov.com TRADING ICO?

Xcov.com Trading ICO is a way to invest in an algorithm that’s already working! With the initial  
investment  you  will  receive  premium  membership  and  one  of  the  limited access passes to 
the service. Once you have this special membership, you are able to earn money combining the 
different options detailed below. The membership can also be sold to another investor.

With Xcov.com Trading, ICO investors are not required to invest extra funds because they can 
recover initial investment witthe benefits of the algorithm. At the same time,all users can  use 
their funds  to  make additional trades,  helped  and  guided  by  our trader’s signals. This way 
you can increase your profitability.

The  main  idea  of  Xcov.com  Trading  is  to  provide  all  investors  with  trading  options. 
Depending on your experience in trading, and the time you are able to dedicate to trade, you 
can choose one of the following options or combine them to optimize your earnings.

1.Use  the  signals  for  trading,  you  will  receive BUY/SELLsignals for  Forex  and 
Cryptocurrencies that you can use for manual trading with your broker.

2.Use Autotrading service. Users can use some of their Cryptocurrency or Fiat funds with

Autotrade algorithm, with all benefits going directly to the investor.

3.Join during the ICO to receive a percentage of benefit,proportional to initial investment, made 
by the algorithm on the Trading Pool.
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After the ICO interested investors can purchase this membership, but for that, they will need to 
purchase Xcov.com Trading tokens. This will increase the interest in buying and consequently 
the Price of XCV tokens is going to grow.

5.1.Token profitability 

Based  on  the  experience  on  Xcov.com  Binary  Signals,  where  we  have  seen  increased 
interest in the service once it was running, and combined with the exclusive platform, it is a 
cocktail that will create big demand for the tokens.

We  call  Xcov.com  Trading  an  exclusive  platform  because  investors  with  access  to  the 
algorithm signals and autotrading are limited, this exclusivity being controlled by the number of 
tokens. If you want to receive the signals or utilize Autotrading, andyou did not participate in 
the ICO, you will need to buy tokens every month.

Once the algorithm is performing well, increased numbers of investors are going to be attracted 
to the project, and in that case they must then buy the tokens. The exclusivenessis  also  
beneficial  because  it  ensures  better  performance  of  the algorithm, avoiding large volumes 
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of transactions taking place at the same time.

A small part of the tokens that are used to pay for the service will be burnedto make sure it is a 
deflationary currencyand ensure future value. Due to the exclusivity of the service, we assure 
that the value is related to it’s performance.

As an ICO investor, you can decide to earn money selling the tokens, as the benefit of being an 
exclusive service and theresults of the algorithm trading should see a rise in price.

6. Xcov.com TRADING TOKEN(XCV)

The Xcov.com Trading Token and Crowdsale smart contracts are deployed on the Ethereum 
mainnet.XCV is an UTILITY token, required to access to the servicen and purchase products on 
the platform (indicators, robots, guides...).

Both contracts have been built on open source library repository and this repository contains all 
critical logic for both contracts. 

These active libraries on all Ethereum networks areresponsible for the security of millions  of  
dollars  in  cryptocurrency  assets,  and  there  has  been  no  successful hacking attempt. The 
source code itself is MIT Licensed and open for review by all developers at all times. No critical 
security bugs are known to exist in any of the contracts.  Compiler  Solidity  v0.4.18  has  been  
released,  but  both  contracts  were compiled using Solidity v0.4.15. Although this is an older 
version, the compiler chosen is known to produce stable and secure bytecode. 

Xcov.com Trading Token Contract is a standard ERC-20 contract.The contract uses the TokenLib 
library and follows the standard with anadditional feature, a burn Token function. This function 
facilitates the ability for any owner to reduce the total supply of Xcov.com Trading Tokens. 
Additionally, Xcov.com Trading has incorporated this ability to burn unsold crowdsale tokens.

The  crowdsale  contract  uses  timestamps  and  not  block  numbers.  This  does  not present 
any significant vulnerability. This may result in the crowdsale ending a few seconds later than 
advertised. All funds sent to the crowdsale will be made available to Xcov.com Trading upon 
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completion of the sale. Participants should keep in mind that there is a risk of loss if they send 
Ether from an exchange. Exchanges do not offer the ability to interact with crowdsales in 
general. A wallet should be created outside of any exchange and Ether should be sent from that 
wallet to the crowdsale contract.

6.1. Token Sale The launch of Xcov.com Trading and the corresponding Xcov.com 

Trading token (XCV) creation process is based on the Ethereum Blockchain.The distribution 
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processwill consist of two stages, a Presale of tokens with extra

35% bonus reward and the Main token sale 1 stage. The process will start with the Presale of 
the token, which begins on  1st June

25% bonus in 15 June 2018 at 15:00 UTC. For more information on 2 stages, see the DETAILS 
and PRICING section .

15% bonus in 1 Jul 2018 at 15:00 UTC. For more information on 2 stages, see the DETAILS and 
PRICING section .

Participants who want to purchaseXcov.com Trading tokens can do so by sending ETH to a  
specific contract  address(verify  it  on https://www.clearify.io/),  and  they  will automatically 
receive it into their wallets.

Be advised that we'll never send the Crowdsale Contract addressvia email or direct messages.By 
participating, the investorsare requestingto receive XCV tokens at the prices listed in the price 
section below.

As utility token, the number of XCV distributed depends on the number of users interested  in  
access  to  the  platform. Really  during  the  ICO  contributors  are “purchasing” a lifetime 
license to the service. It’s why there’s so difference between softcap and hardcap, allowing 
more users to purchase access to the platform, but with the minimum required to develop the 
project already reached.

This  extra  contribution  will  do  better  the  platform,  allow  us  to  hire  more 
developers/traders, listing token to more exchanges due their high prices, improve and develop 
more trading algorithms adapted to different type of investors, add more indicators, introduce 
trading guides/courses, etc

SOFTCAP $1500,000

HARDCAP $7500,000
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6.2. XCV Allocation 

There will be a total  supply of 350,000,000 XCV tokens, all of which will be issued during the 
distribution stages. This is the final amount of tokens, and no further tokens can be issued. 

350 millions Token

150 millions Token sale

7.5 millions Hard Cap

$0.05 - Token price

45% Distributed to Community

25% Reserved Funding

9% Founders and Team

3% Advisors

2% “Bounty” campaign
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6.3. XCV Pricing 

XCV prices  will  be  nominated  in  ETH  one  day  before  the  beginning  of  the  token presale 
phase. The ETH price of one XCV token will be calculated using the ETH/USD exchange rate at 
that time.

Token Presale-1st June 2018at 15:00 UTC: 

There is going to be a maximum 150,000,000 XCV, at a price of $0.05, sold during this first 
stage. During the stage, a 35% discount will be applied to all  XCV tokens, compared to the end 
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of the token sale stage.

There will be a minimum cap of $1500,000to develop this project. If this is not reached, all 
investors will have the full amount of their contributions returned to them, minus the 
transaction cost (GAS) and ICO costs.

The XCV Token  sale  phase  ends  either eight weeks  after launch or when  the maximum 

XCV tokens market cap has been reached.

After the end of token sale phase, if the minimum cap was reached, but not all XCV tokens were 
sold, the remaining unsold XCV tokens will be burned. Additionally, the percentage burned 
ofthe token sale will also be matched with other allocations (exception of the 

Company Reserve, used to provide liquidity and guarantee access tofutureusers)to balance its 
distribution.

6.4. Crowdsale Distribution

All the token sales income will be used to fund the product launch, ongoing platform 
development, and user acquisition:

40%  R&D. 

It  also  includes team  development  with  about  7-12 engineers  and programmers.  We’ll  
proceed with web  dashboard  development,  robot  algorithm improvement, testing, 
development of iOS/Android applications and robot funding.

15% -Trading Pool. Investment fund will be used to generate profit with the Xcov.com 

Trading algorithm to return contribution to ICO investors. Not related to dividends.

15% -Marketing  expenses with  ad  campaigns,  presentations  and  roadshows specific  for  the  
region.  Participating  in  commercial  digital  currency  exhibitions, customer tests, etc.
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25%-Capex,  operational  costs,  study  new  strategies, algorithm improvements, crypto 
tradersadvisors.

5% -Legal and  compliance fees.

7. ROAD MAP

The roadmap is divided into several stages showing the route that the team has taken and 
expects to have in the following months after the ICO. There is a pre-ICO phase where the initial 
trajectory of the teamis shown to provide investorsa more global vision of our success, and the 
post ICO phase detailing the future stages that will be developed once it ends successfully .

Jan 2017 (Project Founded)

The project created by traders for traders. We wanted to contribute our experience on trading 
in Binary Options Signals services and provide a quality product at an affordable price to help as 
many traders as possible.

Feb 2018 (Launched Trading XCOV Service)

After months of hard work developing a real profitable and stable trading method, we finally 
decided to start with the trading signals. We created a web platform and an iOS/Android app 
that allows users to receive notifications wherever they are.

Jun 2018 (ICO Presale)

As detailed in the Whitepaper, this stage of the ICO will be open for the sale of part of the 
tokens, offering an amazing bonus to reward early investors. A total of 150M XCV tokens will be 
available, ensuring the development of the project at this early phase, as the soft cap is reached 
at only $1.5M
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Aug 2018 (ICO Main Sale)

Here the rest of the ICO tokens will be available, also offering a varied % bonus to reward our 
investors. Anyone who wants to secure a slot in this service should acquire tokens before 
completion of this stage.

Sep 2018 (XCV Token listed on Exchanges)

One of the priorities of the team is to list XCV on multiple exchanges. Our social media will be 
updated as and when we have new agreements with any exchanges. We are not expecting any 
issues regarding listing as we have ERC20 structure common to most exchanges.

Sep 2018 (Final development of trading algorithm)

We will continue for much of 2018 in the definitive and improved development of this 
algorithm so that it adapts perfectly to the needs of our investors to take full advantage of 
cryptocurrency trading and 55% of the XCOV platform's profits. Once this is completed, the 
Trading Pool will begin to produce benefits for the ICO investors.

We will begin to make contact with the APIs of several exchanges to perform algorithm tests 
directly on their platform.

Oct 2018 (Desktop platform and app release (BETA))

In this phase, a first version of the platform will be released, with which you can access signals 
generated by the algorithm. It will be a BETA phase in which users can report problems or 
provide improvements to the platform.
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Dec 2018 (Launch Autotrading Service (BETA))

Once the web platform and applications are working correctly, the next step, following the 
corrected steps made in our previous service, will be to offer the Autotrading service for our 
Premium users.

This service will be developed with the maximum possible compatibilities, depending on 
availability and compatibilities with our trading method, using the APIs offered by the main 
cryptocurrency exchanges.

8. CONCLUSION

Based  on  the  information  you have  read,  by  investing  on Xcov.com  Trading,  you  are 
investing in a successful service

in 2016 and 2017.

Now Xcov.com Trading aims to improve and modernize the automatic trading platforms using 
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Blockchain technology, and at the same time share the benefits with the community.

Another important point is that we create a necessity for new investors to buy XCV tokens, and 
this, combined with the token holders, will increase the price of the token at the same time that 
the token has sense of use.

In this way, we will keep the Xcov.com Trading benefits only to a few investors, ensuring the 
performance and profitability of the service in the future.

Based on our experience, taking into account the current community users of Xcov.com Binary 
Signals and the boom on cryptocurrencies trading, we can anticipate that there will be a large 
number of users interested in investing in Xcov.com Trading ICO. 

The great appeal of this project is the ability to capture all types of investors offering different 
possibilities to generate revenues.

• The increase of XCV token price due to the limitation of the service.

• Guaranteed  profits  from  Trading  Pool  based  on  initial  investment  without adding extra 
funds.

• Trading for yourself following our profitable trading signals.

Do not miss this opportunity!
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